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Abstract 

Emerging trends and technologies in library and information services like Library Automation, 

Digitalization, Institutional Repository and Digital Library Services, Consortia based Services, QR Code, 

EM and RFID implementation, Open Access, Outreach programs, Reference Management, Open Science, 

Virtual/Digital Reference Services, Ask the Librarian, Content Management, CAS/SDI services, Profiling 

System, Discovery Services, Web 2.0 and 3.0 based Services, Use of Social Media, Green Library Concept, 

to help in Ranking/Accreditation, Remote Login, Cloud computing, Mobile based Library Services, Use of 

Expert Systems and Robotics, Internet of Things, Augmented Reality Tools and Virtual Reality Tools, 

Semantics, Artificial Intelligence and Machine learning and How to be a Smart Librarian by Smart 

Involvements etc. Emerging technology helps in improving the quality products and services among the  

libraries and library professionals. So  to introduce and adopt the latest trends in libraries and library 

professionals, knowing and understanding the technology is more important. So this paper is an attempt to 

find out some of the major emerging technology trends for libraries and library professionals.  The  future 

technology  trends  in library complete  intelligence-based  like  social, economic,  education,  political,  

environmental  and demographics impact on the country. This paper assesses the major technology trends 

identified by the Center for the Future of Libraries, ALA. Communication Technology (ICT) has changed 

the search terms for users and the services provided to librarians. Developments in the library area due to 

ICT Impact, Digitization and Modernization of the library. Admittedly, computer intelligence has created a 

gap in each sector and in every area of life. Libraries are not free in this way in the modern era and libraries 

store data as a book, but in addition such as audio, video, DVD, and other types of media records. 
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Introduction: 

Libraries wanting to partner together in web-scale management environments might help guide a definitive 

shift in the area of records management. The new structure now promoted by some emerging web-

scale management systems – knowledge bases that cover all formats – takes the accepted and successful 

concept of the knowledge base from the electronic resources world to the rest of the library. Also on the 

horizon is Resource Description and Access (RDA), which to be fully implemented would have to be 

represented by a different format than MARC. These changes are immense, but they hold clear potential for 

functions such as discovery and resource sharing. It seems possible that libraries acting together will play a 

large role in taking the big step to this new environment because it holds the potential for savings through a 

shared subscription, and this can be a significant motivating factor. Libraries are surrounded by important 

public facilities and no network is considered complete without a library framework. In any case, libraries 

are subject to change due to the effect of ICT, changing the requirements of assistants, changing the status 

of the data or the Web / Google that attempts to include Reference Librarians. The use of disruptive 

development brings progress from Printer to Digital, Changes occur from Forms to Formats, delivery 

frameworks, and are inevitable.ILS have improved management information systems by providing canned 

and customizable reports concerning collection and database use; circulation, workflow, and workload 

statistics; and automatically generating periodic notices for fines, overdue, lost, and recalled materials.In 

addition to barcode systems discussed earlier, other information tracking and inventory systems have been 

introduced. The digital smart chip is being used by some libraries. A radio frequency identification (RFID) 

smart chip is inserted into library materials. The smart chip actually stores bibliographic data about the item. 

The system assists in inventory and shelf-reading, providing security against material theft and streamlining 

checkout processes. Smart cards are used for library user identification, to access databases, to check out 

materials, and as debit cards for fines, printing, etc. 

 

Objectives: This course will be helpful in keeping abreast of with new trends and technologies arising in 

libraries to enhance professional competence and skills; 

 To engage in collaborative team work; 

 In taking library and information services beyond the four-walls of the libraries; 

 To use ICT tools for effective user services; 

 To produce need-based instructional materials for the users; 

 To discover new areas of research and enquiry in the field of library and information science. 

 To explore application of Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence and other technologies to serve 

the library community. 

 To identify New Roles for LIS Professionals to Survive in the Changed LIS Environment. 

Integrated library systems: 
 

An integrated library system (ILS) is an enterprise-level software package that manages, integrates and 

centralizes multiple core library functions and services ILS systems are designed to help libraries with three 

primary duties: increase operational efficiency, provide access to a library's collection and provide access to 

external resources ILSs are considered to be the central nervous system of library automation and typically 

include several discrete but inter-related modules: Acquisitions (for ordering materials); Cataloguing (for 

generating and managing MARC records); the OPAC (which users utilize to search the catalog); 

Circulation; and Reserves. The systems are quite complex and bring together a wide variety of records for 

use in a single transaction. For example, a patron checking out a book might use authority records (the 

authorized headings that can be used for creating bibliographic records), bibliographic records (i.e. author, 

series, title, subject headings fields), copy records (one record for each copy of an item in circulation; copy 

number, location, etc.) and item records (e.g. barcode number, call number, etc.). When a user checks out an 

item, the ILS links the patron record with the item record, which will keep track of when it is due or past 

due, the status of the item, etc. 
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 the OPAC (or online public access catalog), which is the interface library users use to search 
the catalog; 

 acquisitions module, for keeping track of book orders and expenditures; 

 serials module, for keeping track of newspaper and magazine subscriptions and check-in; 

 cataloging module, for entering MARC records into the catalog so that items can be found in 

the OPAC; 

 Circulation module, to keep track of what is checked out and when it is due back, and to keep 
up with patron information such as phone numbers, addresses and library cards. 

 

Technology Trends in Libraries and library Professionals: 

Emergence of modern, high-tech, information society, changing mode of information carriers, and demand 

from print to digital resources have grossly affected libraries and Information centers. Now a day’s libraries 

are not defined merely by their physical features, collections and automation, but from the services they 

offer. For facilitating digital age’s demanding clients, libraries must be equipped with the desired 

technology and human expertise.. 

Technology has drastically changed the way librarians define themselves and the way they think about their 

profession and the institutions they serve. The librarian in the digital world now acts as a guardian of 

information, as a consultant to the users, an information broker and also a continuous learner. The platform 

of Internet and WWW has helped to change the ways of accessing and locating information and thereby 

change the functions of an academic librarian and academic library in the modern information society. The 

role of librarians and the importance of libraries in this digital era are even now based on the basic 

principles of library science described by Dr S.R Ranganathan in his Five Laws of Library Science. 

 Books are for use.  

 Every reader his book. 

 Every book its reader. 

 Save the time of the reader. 

 Library is a growing organism. 

Several attempts have been made to reinterpret these fundamental laws by others, but they do not 

encompass the whole of library and information science as achieved by Ranganathan’s laws. These five 

laws furnish an interpretative explanation of the empirical facts of experience and technology necessary in 

experience in relation to library service. The biggest challenges facing the library profession today is 

preparing the professionals to use technology effectively. An academic library professional will be required 

to serve as an information service consultant with specific information technology skills. As technology has 

saturated all levels of library’s operations and services, the library professional in an academic institution 

has to anticipate the changing expectations of users, and be flexible in adapting and adopting new skills and 

levels of awareness. While being trained in IT skills, what every library professional chooses to ignore is the 

management aspect of a library. In addition to the technical and professional skills, commitment to user 

centered services and skills for effective oral and written communication; they must have other skills, 

including business and management, teaching, leadership, etc. 
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Use of Sources to Update: 

 
 Respondents were asked to mention the most popular information sources which keep them updated about 

technology. All were of the view that training workshops, browsing internet, visiting different libraries and 

learning from colleagues and fellows are the best sources to keep themselves updated in the university 

environment. One of the respondents complained about the lack of cooperation from his colleagues. He said 

that university librarians hesitate in sharing or transferring professional knowledge and skills. Professionals 

stressed on the commencement of monthly workshops and advanced courses as part of continuing education 

at university campus. 
 

 Applicability of Technological Expertise to Job Environments: 

 
To know the demand of technology base information services at these libraries, respondents were asked that 

to what extent they were applying their expertise to job environment. They replied that their technological 

expertise is fully applicable to their delivery of information services. This shows that their libraries are fully 

automated, properly organized but lack in the provision of advance information services. Librarians lack 

user centered approach and mainly interested in organizing their library’s physical material. They were 

satisfied with their expertise and seemed less motivated for self-learning. They were stressing that university 

administration should take some bold steps for the continuing education program for library professionals. 

Two participants mentioned that their library users and administration do not need any advanced 

information services as they themselves are not at ease with these latest technologies.  

 

Library Networks: 

 
 Other than INFLIBNET, there are a number of networks which have developed in the Academic Libraries 

and Library Professionals 5 past decade. These are either city networks or activity subject specific networks. 

Developing Libraries Network (DELNET), Calcutta Library Network (CALIBNET), Madras Library 

Network (MALIBNET), Management Library Network, etc., are important and useful ventures for 

networking and resource sharing. Future of Library Development and the Challenges in the new era.  

 

Conclusion: 
 

 A librarian with diverse talents and training, and who is flexible, will be able to meet the challenges of 

future library scene. An ideal librarian is one who is competitive and assertive, who is cooperative and 

willing to compromise, one who is intellectually committed, who is equipped with technical and managerial 

competencies, who is enthusiastic to the needs of new technology at the same time not being emotionally 

attached to any one system. Librarians should be ready to participate in the process of generating and 

distributing information and knowledge for quality of life and education for all. Technology alone cannot 

help bring about the required changes. Attitudes, practices, and policies need to change if libraries in India 

are to truly benefit themselves and their community of users by the application of new technologies. 
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